UCSC MAP COLLECTION
CATALOG OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

AREA: Santa Cruz City, City of Capitola, Highway 17 to Scotts Valley, City of Scotts Valley, San Lorenzo Valley

Flight: 1989-G
Index Location: Index Drawers
Print Location: Vertical Files
Scale of Prints: 1:7,200

See Indexes for exact coverage | See diagram on verso for general location

Date flown: Oct. 18, 1989
Scale of original image: 1:7,200

Flight Symbol or I.D.: Big Basin D; Felton A&D; Laurel C; Santa Cruz A&B; Soquel A
Agency I.D.: AFS LIB.#

Agency for whom flown:
Flown by: Air Flight Service, Santa Clara
Call Number: G4363.S5A4 1989.A4
Job. I.D.: 
Datum Coordinates: NAD27 121°56′00″ 36°56′50″ 122°8′00″ 37°10′00″

Digital images available:

INDEXES:

Number for this flight: 1
Number in Maps: 1
Types of indexes: Photo Mosaic: ☐ Spot: ☒ Other: ☐
Scale of Indexes: 1:125,000
Date received: 4/16/90
Index acquired from: Air Flight Service
Supplemental data: 

PRINTS:

Number of Prints in Flight: 130
Number in UCSC Collection: 130
Size of prints: 25.5 x 25.5cm
Type of Image: Vertical: ☒ Oblique: ☐
Black & White: ☒ Natural Color: ☐ Color Infra-Red: ☐ Stereo Overlap: ☒
Sun Angle: High: ☒ Low ☐
Scale of Prints: 1:7,200
Date Received: 4/16/90
Prints Acquired from: Air Flight Service

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA:

Names in Photo headers are 7.5' quad names; e.g., Soquel, etc., indicates the location of the image within the Soquel topographic quadrangle published by USGS